
Notes for AGM 

As you can see the accounts appear to be in a very good state and our 

independent Eric Burdett, has now signed them as accurate record. Our thanks 

to Eric for his work on checking them which for the first time included the 

Group Accounts as they now have to be included in our return to the Charity 

Commissioners.  

As you will remember from last year we are now being required to present to 

the Charity Commissioners details of all monies passing through our hands 

which embraces the general, social and group accounts. The details being given 

to the Charity Commissioners are not at the level we have previously supplied 

to you so whilst you have a copy of what we will be presenting to the Charity 

Commissioners we have also made then available in the detailed way as before 

so that you can see how your money has been spent. 

You will also recall that last year I said that we had reduced the subscription 

from £15 to £12 for one year in order to reduce the amount we hold as a reserve. 

The reserve of some £8000 is to meet unexpected expenses and particularly 

significant invoices received early in the financial year such as our affiliation 

fee to the Third Age Trust which we have just paid for this year and amounting 

to over £3100. So how did we do in achieving that reduction. Comparing last 

year’s balance with this year’s as sown in the accounts, not very well as the 

balance appears to have increased by £5421, but, we need to look behind the 

figures because we aren’t comparing like with like.  

At the end of last year we held £12811 but of that £2144 was advance 

subscriptions for 2018 /19. If we deduct that amount from the balance we get a 

net figure of £10667.  

Similarly in the 2018 /19balance of £18232 there is the sum of £9631 which is 

the amount of subscriptions collected for 2019 /20. If that is deducted from the 

balance of  £18232 then we get a net of  £8601 which compared with the 

previous net shows a reduction of £2066. Thus proving that more means less! 

Since the last AGM we have opened a PayPal account which allows for on line 

payments and this has been highly successful although there are one or two 

glitches to sort out. We are now looking at how we could introduce bank and 

credit card paying facilities although such an arrangement would not have the 



benefit of  updating the Beacon records when payments are made as happens 

with the direct PayPal facility. 

On the general accounts I’ll comment briefly on some of the items as most of 

the areas haven’t changed from last time.  

For the first time last year we paid a fee for the use of the Third Age Trust on 

line administration system Beacon. That fee will double this year for two 

reasons. The first because the basic charge per member has been increased and 

as it’s based on the membership number our increase in members adds to the 

cost.  

Also showing in the accounts for the first time is the charge for PayPal. We get 

charged for every transaction made on the system but it is very small for 

instance a payment of £15 incurs a cost of 41p.  However, the payments made 

via PayPal also ensures, as I have mentioned, that the membership information 

in the Beacon Database is automatically updated and the charge is well worth it 

for that alone in simplifying the administrative burden. 

The expenditure on equipment has covered payments for wine glasses, playing 

cards, additional tables, items for the lap top e.g speakers, a new printer and  

equipment for patchwork & quilting group. It has to be remembered that 

whatever equipment is provided it remains the property of the U3A. 

Within the miscellaneous heading an unpaid cheque has been listed here, 

together with gift purchases. The cost for having our Google account modified 

which facilitates our bulk email facility was also charged here. 

New group start up grant pays for the initial meetings when a new group is set 

up or when a group is looking to re-establish itself under new leadership 

arrangements. There have been a number of new groups set up and changes in 

existing groups. 

Turning to the social account managed so ably by Jo Muxlow this continues to 

handle considerable monies for the various trips and events that are such a 

welcome feature of our U3A. 

Finally I would like to invite a proposer and seconder to receive the accounts 

please. 


